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ABOUT US

Mediad is an Ad Exchange created with the 

mission of optimizing performance for 

Advertisers, Agencies, and Client. 

We are proud to be the pioneer and always 

apply the latest technology to fulfill that 

mission.



OUR 

MISSION

Our mission with the Agency is to provide an advertising 

platform so the Agency can maximize their performance 

and profitability.

Agency

Our mission with advertisers is to provide them with the 

optimal advertising platform for their operations and can 

customize the way their ads work to increase their 

optimization and campaign performance.

Advertiser

We have a bigger mission, which is to bring real 

effectiveness to the client, giving them control over their 

ads will appear to who, where and when... to ensure the 

safety of the brand

Client



OUR 

SOLUTION

Programmatic Ads buying, maximizing ROI

DSP

Maximize publisher revenue Real time, on 

impression basics

SSP

Collecting and analyzing user data

DMP

A private market place, or PMP, allow publisher to 

sell premium inventories directly to Advertisers 

and Agency

PMP



DSP

ADVERTISER /

AGENCY

AdZ DaZ

 INTEGRATED MARKETING SOLUTIONS

PubZ

DMP SSP

And more OpenX

Google 

AdSense
MediaZ 

SSP

Bid Switch

Premium 

Inventory

Other 

inventory

User Data

USER



- Advertiser 1

- Advertiser 2 

- Advertiser 3

- ....

- Advertiser N

Bidding

DSP SSP
60B+ Impression/ month

100M+ UB/ month

AdZ PubZ Publisher

DMP Priority buying

 DSP – SSP BIDDING

LOW COST

HIGH QUALITY

DATA VOLUMN

Targeting with low cost

 Direct SSP connection help reduce 

middle man cost

 Smart logics to distribute ads

High quality

 Connecting to high-quality traffic 

sources 

 RTB buying method

Huge Data DMP volumn

 Using Publisher’s Cookie data to 

distribute ads

 MediaZ Asia’s exclusive data



 DSP –ADZ

Bidswitch

Google Adex

Other Ad Network

MediaZ Asia SSP

openX

Etc

MEDIAZ ASIA 

AdZ



 PMP – PRIVATE MARKET PLACE

PUBLISHER
PREVATE 

MARKET 

PLACE

ADVERTISER

PUBLISHER BENEFIT

Reduce operation cost.

Create new demand.

Increase revenue

Class 1: Guarantee CPM and impression distribution

Class 2: Set floorprice on each premium zone, prefered

deals for advertisers who are approved.

Class 3: Flexible floor price, RTB distribution

PURCHASE INVENTORY



 DMP –DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

A Data Management 

Platform, or DMP, help 

collect 1st party data; 

enables you to more 

accurately target 

your ads to the right 

audience, results in 

higher response rates, 

higher conversion 

rates; Optimize Cross-

Device Campaign 

Management



PUBLISHER MORE VALUEABLE 

AD-PLACEMENT
ADVERTISER

USE DATA FOR 

AD-DISTRIBUTION

 DMP –DAZ

DAZ

Collect data (age, 

gender, geo, 

demography, 

category, interest... 

DELIVER 

PURCHASE 

DATA



DESKTOP ADS

VIDEO ADS

INTERSTITIAL ADS

MOBILE ADS MOBILE OVERLAY 

ADS

NATIVE ADS

 AD FORMATS



OUR SERV ICES



ONLINE DISPLAY

Connecting to many advertising networks in Vietnam, international 

brings more than 23k advertising positions with 60B + Impression / 

month 100M + UB / month

COVERAGE

With DMP  (DaZ), default targeting and powerful customization in 

how to operate advertising, Advertisers can optimization and 

proactivity in ad performance.

OPTIMIZATION



LOCATION

DISPLAY

With the new technology, we have simplified the implementation 

of advertising to each specific place to replace traditional 

advertising, Wifi, banner ...

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

You have to spend a lot of money on advertising at specific 

locations (airports, 5 * hotels, shopping centers ...) and wasting 

money on displaying the wrong audience? This solution created to 

overcome that!

SAVING SOLUTION



INTELLIGENT 

TARGETING
Every day when we interact with the outside world, on the social media, 

the press or anywhere else, we leave a mark of behavior, and that 

accurately reflects what we care about, What are we needing and our 

habits?

And we can help you precisely target your customers through their daily 

activities, not just online channels wherever they are.

With our solution, you can reach the exact people you are 

trying to reach through their daily or past behaviors. Helps to 

save costs and reach more accurate than usual.

A C C U R A C Y

We collect behavior from multiple sources, analyze and process 

the data at a high level of accuracy to determine user 

behavior and preferences at the moment the user sees the ad, 

which optimizes. CTR, CVR. , CPO ...

I N T E L L I G E N T



HOW DOES IT 

WORK



Use GPS data, Telcos, Wifi to 

build location history, reflect 

where they are going, where 

they are and what they do 

every day.

LOCATION

Collect shopping behavior, 

consumer shopping habits 

through where they pay, what 

products they buy, and how 

much they spend per month 

through bank data.

SPEND

Places where users are present 

every day are closely related 

to their behavior and habits. 

Where do they work, where 

they live and where they visit 

every day?

PLACES

What are the applications they 

use? What are they usually 

interested in on those apps? 

And how are their habits used?

APPS

What is the daily content they 

are interested in? What are they 

interested in at the moment?

CONTENT

DATA COLLECTION AND HANDLING



Thanks You!
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